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My name is Phillip Walker. I am a business owner, a webmaster, and a human rights advocate. In April I
released a report for Congress and The Trump Administration detailing my extensive abuse as an activist
and an insider of sorts who has witnessed technological crimes first hand. It is not up for interpretation
with my experiences, I was approached by a secret society in 2007, and after rejecting their instructions
have been neurologically tortured over 10,000 times.
You can find my report here: https://pdf.universalaspects.io/Hi-Tech-War-Crime-Report.pdf
If you carefully read the technology details in my report you will witness corroboration of these
technologies as result of their release into the public domain within the next 35 years.
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In Defense of Ramola Dharmaraj's Character
My experiences with Ramola Dharmaraj have shown she has impeccable sanity. Not only is she sane,
she has fierce journalistic integrity in a field that is dangerous to have integrity in. To take away a
completely sane person's child because she reports being assaulted by something fully documented to
exist is the real insanity. Ramola's child is a straight A student for a reason. That comes from Ramola
providing a healthy and conducive environment for success. Ramola has qualities that show me she is as
good of a mother anyone could hope for and I feel Ramola is threatened with an incredible injustice
here...
Why not ask the child if she thinks her own mother is sane?
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What Ramola writes about is credible once the evidence is fully assessed.
See a neuroscientist's stellar work:
Neuroscientist Dr. Michael Persinger - The God Helmet on The Learning Channel
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_O_aGlm9QjU
See:
US Military Publication ~ Parameters: The Mind has No Firewall:
http://strategicstudiesinstitute.army.mil/pubs/parameters/articles/98spring/thomas.htm
____________________________________________________
Thought transmission unit sends modulated electromagnetic wave beams
to human receiver to influence thoughts and actions without electronic receiver
Patent #: DE10253433A1
Filing Date: 11-11-2002
Abstract:
A thought transmission unit sends modulated electromagnetic wave beams
over long distances to a human receiver to influence the thoughts, actions
or perceptions of the organism with or without their consent but
without them requiring an electronic receiver.
See the patent: https://patents.google.com/patent/DE10253433A1/en
____________________________________________________
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"It is completely clear that the state which is first to create such
weapons will achieve incomparable superiority."
Major I. Chernishev, Russian Army:
US Military Publication ~ Parameters: The Mind has No Firewall
___
"What is the next great weapon [after nukes], it is directed energy.[2]"
~Ex-CIA Black Project Engineer Dr. Robert Duncan
___
"This truly is the most sophisticated weapons system humanity
has ever created, it involves every aspect of science...[3]"
~Ex-CIA Black Project Engineer Dr. Robert Duncan
___
"One can envision the development of electromagnetic energy sources, the output of which can be
pulsed, shaped, and focused, that can couple with the human body in a fashion that will allow one to
prevent voluntary muscular movements, control emotions (and thus actions), produce sleep, transmit
suggestions, interfere with both short-term and long-term memory, produce an experience set, and
delete an experience set. It would also appear possible to create high fidelity speech in the human body,
raising the possibility of covert suggestion and psychological direction...Thus, it may be possible to 'talk'
to selected adversaries in a fashion that would be most disturbing to them." ~United States Air Force
Scientific Advisory Board, New World Vistas: Air and Space Power For The 21st Century
___
"He shows how, by electrical stimulation of specific cerebral structures,
movements can be induced by radio command, hostility may appear or disappear,
social hierarchy can be modified, sexual behavior may be changed, and memory,
emotions, and the thinking process may be influenced by remote control."
~World Famous Neuroscientist Dr. José Delgado
1969 Book, Physical Control of the Mind: Toward a Psychocivilized Society
___
"These weapons aim to control or alter the psyche, or to attack the various
sensory and data-processing systems of the human organism. In both cases, the
goal is to confuse or destroy the signals that normally keep the body in equilibrium."
US Military Publication ~ Parameters: The Mind has No Firewall
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Punitive Psychiatry
While it is true that directed energy weapon attacks align to psychiatric philosophy, the science has been
clearly demonstrated and has been factually observed for over 5 decades. Currently society only really
considers the psychiatric point of view, this leaves targets of directed energy weapon assaults vulnerable
to being misdiagnosed and forcibly oppressed. Right now you can buy handheld directed energy
weapons from police catalogues. It is patently unacceptable that someone is attacked with directed
energy weapons and then automatically branded insane with a completely one-sided investigation.
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From a Wikipedia Article: Political Abuse of Psychiatry
"Political abuse of psychiatry is the misuse of psychiatry, including diagnosis, detention, and treatment,
for the purposes of obstructing the human rights of individuals and/or groups in a society. In other words,
abuse of psychiatry (including that for political purposes) is the deliberate action of having citizens
psychiatrically diagnosed who need neither psychiatric restraint nor psychiatric treatment."[1]
From a Wikipedia Article: Punitive Psychiatry in Russia
"There was systematic political abuse of psychiatry in the Soviet Union based on the interpretation of
political opposition or dissent as a psychiatric problem."[2]
Punitive psychiatry is now installed in America, the UK, and other countries. Victims of neuro-abuse are
met with mind destroying drugs, psychiatric detainment, and psychiatric kidnapping.
Recently in Belgium human rights activist Melanie Vritschan removed an implant that was lab tested and
positive for titanium. While giving birth this was mentioned due to the removal of the implant being a
health issue, despite the implant being physically removed and spectroscopically and electronically
analyzed confirming the testimony of the activist, L'Hôpital Erasmé in Brussels, Belgium psychiatrically
removed the child (Amethyst Vritschan) from the mother's custody.
On punitive psychiatry: "a tool in the struggle against dissidents who
cannot be punished by legal means.[3]" ~Alexander Podrabinek
References:
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